Ruby on Rails Backend Engineer
at ListNRide Munich

ListNRide’s mission is to change every place into a perfect ride. ListNRide is the platform for bike rental. It allows you to rent a bike of any kind at any location in an uncomplicated and secure way.

ListNRide’s Technology team are aiming to improve the ways we build and deliver software in support of our mission and enhance our customer’s experience whether they be offering and renting out bikes, booking a bike or searching for the next ride.

Our architecture is currently undergoing an exciting redesign to see it become a more modern stack. We will leverage on a Ruby on Rails backend sit behind a brand new Angular front-end application. We are looking for a Full-Time Ruby on Rails Engineer to join the technology team to help us build and maintain this initiative, bringing existing hands-on experience building and operating backends. Ideally, you would be based within Germany and situated within commuting distance of Munich.

What will keep you challenged?
- Building and maintaining the backend that powers the ListNRide platform
- Working in a self-organized Scrum team with other software engineers
- Elaborating technical improvements with your team and the Product Manager
- Constantly improving the company’s software architecture

Which traits contribute to your success?
- Track record in building rock solid backend applications in agile environments
- Extensive experience with Ruby on Rails or other Object Oriented or functional language (JavaScript, Java, Python, Go, Ruby, Swift, etc.)
- Mastery of tools like Git(lab), Asana and Confluence
- Experience with cloud platforms such as Google Cloud, AWS, Heroku or Azure
- Appreciation for great user experience that is enabled through a great backend
- Skilled test-driven and behavior-driven development
- Professional English proficiency, German skills are a plus
- Willingness to improve yourself, the team, and the workflow

Working at ListNRide:
We are continuously looking into ways to invest in our employees and build a better working culture and environment. Here are just some of the internal benefits we offer.
- Make a true impact in the mobility industry
- Flexible location and working hours as long as you are in Germany
- Free barista coffee and healthy snacks to keep you energized
- Monthly department social events and quarterly office social away days
- Thrive from an inspiring, creative, and diverse environment with amazing colleagues
- Transparent culture where every person is highly valued
- Developing your professional skills, taking over responsibilities, and a steep learning curve
- Not a seasoned cyclist? Do not fear. We offer everyone the chance to fall in love with the sport. We will kit you out, introduce you to others and get you cycling with our Getting Started Scheme.

Do you want to be part of ListNRide’s success story?
We are looking forward to your application.